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Derek Prince is internationally recognized as one of the world's leading Bible teachers. He has

published more than thirty books, which have been translated into over fifty languages. His daily

radio --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Derek Prince retells us in a very concise manner that which Scripture says in that "we struggle not

against flesh and blood but against...the spiritual forces of evil..." While giving a 10,000 ft overview

of the devil and his fallen angels, he spends the majority of the 137 pages talking about the every

day practical preparation a believer under goes to suit up with the whole armor of God. He

encourages the believer once equipped to not remain defensive but take back ground in enemy

occupied territory. He reminds us that the devil is content when the believer leaves him alone. But

Derek challenges us to not put down our sword, the Word of God and our Testimony. Instead, we

need an offensive strategy to methologically invade his territory reclaiming it piece by piece.This is a

very practical presentation for teen youth, young adults, and new believers. It is a reminder of the

basics for the seasoned believer.

This is a small book, 137 pages, full of scripture and explanation on how to fight the spiritual battle

for the mind. The reader is given hope. Hope as defined on page 79,"Hope is a quiet, steady

expectation of good based on the promises of God's Word...Hope is an optimistic attitude that



always chooses to see the best and will not give way to depression, doubt, and self-pity." God's

Word - the Truth - is hope for us all. God's Word is what Jesus used to rebuke Satan when He was

tempted. If it is correct for Jesus, it is correct for us.

This book has very good and solid points backed up by the word of God. Anyone that is curious to

our spirtual armor and weapons should pick this up. This is not a guide to doing everything right, but

only more of a 'side-manuel' explaining a few things that God has given us to defend and more

importantly attack the devil..We are not fighting against people.. we are not fighting against

countries.. we are fighting against strongholds and walls in people's minds..This is a battle not won

with force.. but Love.. and in Love the Word of God, Prayer, Preaching, and Lifting one another up.I

recommend this book to anyone... but with anything of this .... "caliber" I recommend being well

prayed up before starting.. because attacks will come.

In this scripturaly sound book, Derek Prince thoroughly explains Spiritual warfare and its facets by

using and cross-referencing the Holy Bible. It is a "must have" in foundational basics and includes

the Biblical references as well as quoting the verse(s). You can also read the verses from your own

favorite version of the Bible. The book contains 18 short chapters that elaborates the two opposing

kingdoms, the armor of God, and the weapons of spiritual warfare. This is an excellent resource for

every Christian.

I'm about half way through this book on Spiritual Warfare. It is easy to read and definitely uses

spiritual truths from the Word Of God. So far I've gleamed somethings that I haven't heard or read

before. This is well worth the time, to read and receive instruction for the weapons of our warfare, in

text. I see all prayer as spiritual warfare. You can't help but be blessed and learn more about what is

necessary to have on hand and use against the enemy of our soul.Always being prepared.

Really enjoy Derek Prince. His books on spiritual warfare are very informative. I started reading

them to see if it would benefit my son and I sent all I have read to him. He also really enjoyed and

said some were the best books he ever read. He is in prison and deals with spiritual warfare and it is

helping him to apply these things inside

WE NEED THIS BOOK TODAY MORE THAN ANYTHING. IT WAS SIMPLE TO READ BUT

POWERFUL.THIS BOOK IS RIGHT TO THE PUNCH



If you liked the movie matrix this book will help you see that real life is similar to the movie. We live

in an illusion. Satan has deceived the whole world about the nature of life. Derek Prince enlightens

us.
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